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2023 4-H Communications Fair 
4-H STORYTELLING (Cloverbuds Only) 

 
TIME:  Maximum:  3-5 minutes 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Participants who are Cloverbuds (5-8 years old as of December 31, 2022) will pick a 
story to read to the audience that is related to the theme “Magical Friendships Around 
the World.” 
 
Storytelling has the primary objective, as do most interpretative arts to be entertaining. 
The storyteller has a story, that has interested him and he wishes to share with others. 
 
Storytelling differs somewhat from other interpretative arts in the delivery used.  Most 
storytellers use the extemporaneous delivery.  They have spent hours in preparation, if 
their storytelling is effective, but have not memorized the author’s words. The storyteller 
does not use the lecture or script. 
 
The storytellers have analyzed the story thoughtfully, edited and cut it for the occasion, 
and then have told the story again and again to an imaginary audience, using their own 
sentence structure, until they have complete command of fluency.  While achieving 
fluency, the storyteller concentrates on directness.  He recognizes that storytelling 
requires a more intimate communication than almost any other interpretative arts. 
 
He works with visible and audible techniques to enable him to share his interest in the 
story.  He listens to his voice attentively, trying to develop a flexibility that suggests 
mood, suspense, voice quality that suggests character, and all of the quality that 
suggests character, and all of the vocal techniques that will help his audience to 
recognize story progression – transition, suspense, building and climax. He works for 
expressiveness and control of visible techniques. He attempts to keep his eyes, face 
and body alive to all of the mental images he wishes to share with the audience. 
 
The types of stories suggested for use are:  children’s stories, fables, legends, fairy 
tales, folklore, short stories and cutting from novels. 
 
The storyteller should also attempt to develop a style that is most effective for his own 
personality.  There is no one style that is right for everybody.  Although techniques must 
be acquired for storytelling, it is only arresting and entertaining when the teller seems to 
be completely spontaneous and natural in his expressiveness. 
 
Perhaps the best test of effective storytelling for the listener is, “Was I entertained?  Did 
I, at times, forget all about the techniques used and find myself lost in the story?” 
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May use storybook and props during storytelling. 
 
FORMS TO SUBMIT:  CF1 


